
Ferret Disease 
 

Maggie O'Reilly unfortunately lost one of her ferrets last week which was really sad. He seemed 

like such a sweet boy. But there has been something good that has come out of a horrible 

situation and that is the fact that Maggie wrote down all the lessons she learn't from the 

experience and has given me permission to share them with this wonderful community. Very 

fitting lessons for Ferret Health and Wellness Month. Do you have any other lessons that you 

think others here should keep in mind? 

 

 

Things I have learned in the last month 

 

1. When books and articles say that ferrets go downhill fast when they become ill, they really do 

mean FAST. 

 

2. A sick ferret may lose the will to live even if he loves and is loved, and even if he is being given 

the very best in medical care. 

 

3. Getting good medical care for a ferret is financially EXPENSIVE. To give you a good 

idea…three weeks’ illness cost us around £500. To put this into context, our disposable monthly 

income after bills is around £100. We had to take out our first credit card to ensure that his care 

was not compromised. (And we’re not complaining, we’d do it again tomorrow….but we should 

have tried to put something away for them just in case) 

 

4. It is VITAL that your ferret will accept some form of nutritious liquid food in case he ever 

becomes ill. Reading it and thinking “ooh that’s a good idea, I must try that one day” is NOT 

enough. You must do it…your fuzzy’s life may quite literally depend upon it. 

 

5. It is vital that you have some way of getting fluids and liquid food into your fuzzy on hand 

immediately (see point 1) I would suggest popping to your local chemist and buying two of each 

of the 1ml, 5ml and 10ml syringes to keep in the ferret first aid kit. They are not expensive, and 

will save you a lot of panicking and worry if, heaven forbid, your fuzzy becomes poorly. A 

pill-popper is also a good idea in case their medicine comes in non-crushable pills. 

 

6. It’s important to weigh your pet regularly (say once a month) and to keep a record of this. We 

did this, and the vet was able to have something to compare to, and was able to judge how 



quickly our ferret was losing weight and to act with the necessary fluids to keep him hydrated. 

 

7. Be informed about your fuzzies. Learn everything you can from people, books and websites. 

Regular vets do not and can not know everything about every animal, and it’s unreasonable for 

us to expect them to. You have to be in a position where you have it down to a couple of 

possibilities in your mind. Be polite and courteous but assertive with your vet. Be open to their 

suggestions but if you have a gut feeling about something, or a fear or worry, then VOICE IT. 

You are the only voice your fuzzy has. You need to tell the vet when you feel they are in pain, or 

depressed. You may have a feeling that they have stomach ache, or a sore hip, or a sore 

throat….TELL your vet. 

 

8. If you ever have to call a vet to ask for an emergency, dreaded appointment to put your fuzzy 

to sleep….write down the words you need to say on a piece of paper first. No matter how many 

times you rehearse them in your head, you won’t be able to say them. 

 

9. Losing your first, most beloved, still far too young to die ferret hurts like nothing else I have 

ever experienced. My feelings took me completely by surprise. I’m ok now, but those first two 

days were just awful. 

 

D.I.P. Marley :( 

Thank you for sharing this with us Maggie! 


